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From time to time I take our two dogs, Milo and Manuel, for a walk around the neighborhood. My 

husband Michael has assumed primary care for our four-leggeds and does most of the walking, feeding, 

and ball throwing. But when walks do fall to me, I generally take the same route – not toward or around 

Lake Harriet, but deeper into the neighborhood. There’s one spot in particular that makes me incredibly 

happy – that I’ve been visiting for now over 10 years. It is one city block and two homes, side by side, 

each with its own elaborate garden. But the gardens couldn’t be more different. The first garden to the 

west has got to be one of the most meticulously managed and carefully orchestrated plots in the city. 

Over time the owners have created a series of “rooms,” or areas, each dedicated to specific plant species. 

There are the hosta areas, for example, full of every variety known to man, each individual plant marked 

by a small metal tag which contains both its commonly-known name and its Latin name. When it gets 

really hot in the dead of summer the gardeners erect umbrellas and elaborate awnings to protect the 

hosta areas from too much sun. There are ground cover areas, and flowering plant areas, and bushes and 

carefully manicured Boxwood areas. And there are instructions, posted in their boulevard strips on wood 

stakes covered in plastic, as to how the gardeners want passers-by to behave: “No dogs,” one sign says, 

and “Please keep to the sidewalk.” What grass there is looks like it is cut with tweezers. The property 

ends with a crisply detailed driveway and a stout stone wall. It’s a “hard stop” between the two gardens.  

 

The second garden, on the east side of the block, is, well, of a more organic nature. Owned by two 

retired professors from the U, this garden’s first impression is formed by viewing whatever wacky things 

are populating their driveway: a burned out down-on-its-luck food truck, recumbent bicycles covered in 

glitter and rainbow flags, and what looks to be some kind of European microbus. Theirs is a corner lot, 

so the “garden” wraps around the whole house – and it’s a wild tangle of discarded birdfeeders, weeds, 

luscious flowering plants, mature trees with years and years of leaves still on the ground, a broken – but 

still used – greenhouse, vegetable plants sprouting from old tractor tires, clotheslines, buckets, dead 

hoses. In the winter the owners light dozens of ice lanterns every, single night – all in different shapes 

and sizes and designs – when one drives down Upton Street it looks like a million fireflies dancing on 

the snow. This garden has signs, too, hung along the fence: “Wild Bird Habitat,” one reads, and 

“Pesticide Free Zone.” In the summer the couple invites neighborhood kids to watch them release 

hundreds of Monarch butterflies that they inside their home. In the fall they let neighbors pick 

crabapples that hang from branches hanging over the sidewalk.  

 

This is a tale of two gardens. Over the years I have attached to them layer upon layer of theological 

meaning and spiritual insight. I always knew they would end up in a sermon one day. It’s just too rich of 

a metaphor. What captures my attention is that in a strange kind of way, these gardens – so different in 

every possible way – actually belong together. One defines the other. Each shapes the experience of the 

other. If they stood alone, I don’t think either garden would feel even remotely remarkable. It would be 

“wow that’s a mess,” and “yikes – those people have way too much time on their hands.” But their 

opposite natures actually work together as a whole. It’s the cohesive whole that’s the real wonder - that 

two completely different visions, two radically separate sets of values and impulses and taste and visual 

array - can be part of one thing, one city block, one neighborhood, one dog walk. The disparate pieces 
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form a whole. The both/and. The conflicting and the harmonious. The good and the bad. The strong and 

the weak. The shamed and the confident. The broken and the healed. The living and the dying. The 

messy and the pristine. The flawed and the perfect. All pieced and fitted together into a glorious whole 

of reality, of creation.  

 

The word for today is: wholeness. In his epistle, James speaks to wholeness as a of way of living, as a 

practice of faith. Most commonly thought to be the brother of Jesus, James is writing to a Jewish-

Christian community, scattered outside of Israel. The community is fractured, persecuted, uncertain of 

their survival, frightened for their future. James’ ministry to his suffering people is primarily about 

wisdom, specifically about the pursuit and integration of true wisdom, the kind that comes from God as 

opposed to an “earthly” wisdom – worldly values, confused values that divide and dissolve. There is 

nothing subtle -- no parables or hidden meanings – planted here. With James, what you see is what you 

get. His point being that “heavenly wise” doesn’t mean disconnecting from the routines of life but rather 

living, over time, into a kind of wholeness, a persistent connectivity, in which we spend our whole lives 

entwining God’s values with our ordinary living: with the quotidian, every day, mundane matters of life 

in – but not of – the world.  

 

Wholeness is the embrace of all pieces, all the polemics of good and the bad, safe and dangerous, ugly 

and beautiful – in ourselves and the world around us. It is a “both/and” theology. And wholeness is 

always a choice. We yearn for wholeness, for completeness, for union – yet dividedness often seems the 

easier choice.  

 

Consider what we are doing this morning in worship. Last Sunday, as you will remember, we spent time 

in deep and focused prayer together in a litany of lament. It was a litany composed largely of parishioner 

expressions of grief and sadness and loss experienced these past 18 months of pandemic. Heidi and 

Sally sent all of us cards in the mail, asking us to offer a lament – one thing that broke our hearts, or 

shattered our faith, or sent us into despair. All of these expressions were collected and pieced together 

into a single fabric of lament. And together we raised our voices and shook our fists and railed at the 

injustices and suffering of this past year. These laments are one significant piece of our reality, one 

shard our relationship with God and our spiritual lives this past year. But just a piece.  

 

“The last [eighteen] months have been hell for a lot of people,” posted theologian Barbara Brown Taylor 

on social media last week, “I know some who took their sick relatives to the emergency room and never 

saw them alive again. I know small business owners who kept everyone on payroll and watched their 

savings run through their fingers like rain. I know two people who [died by suicide] because they ran out 

of hope. That makes it hard to talk about the gifts of the pandemic, which stole a lot of things from a lot 

of people. Every time I try, it feels like being unfaithful to them. But if I don’t do that—if I don’t name 

the gifts of the past [eighteen] months along with the thefts—then that feels like unfaithfulness to the 

Wholeness that is always at work on my own wholeness, inviting me to the marriage of opposites and 

startling me with their chemistry. Why do I feel more noble when I lament than when I rejoice? Why is 

it so difficult to admit whole truths, not partial ones, into the mixed company of our own hearts?”  

 

Today in worship we choose that wholeness. We hold both the suffering and trauma of our laments, and 

at the same time, give thanks to a God who never abandoned us in that suffering. Today we offer praise 

and thanksgiving for the unanticipated grace, healing, and enlightenment God offered us in a time of 

confusion, uncertainty, and fear. We express our gratitude for the kindnesses of strangers, for epiphanies 
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and moments of peace, for the presence of an enduring faith community that hung together, looking after 

its own and the community in which it lives. We remember God’s compassion and grace, and all the 

things we learned about ourselves, about liminal space, about how God shows up in our lives. Today we 

practice wholeness – the bringing together of all the opposing pieces – the good and the bad, the 

threatening and the comforting, the injury and the healing – and lift them up, acknowledging that on 

God, they are one unified whole. Like the two gardens the pieces fit together, giving each other contour 

and meaning.  

 

It may just be that as we grow spiritually, we discover that we are not as separate and contradictory as 

we thought we were. As Richard Rohr puts it: it may just be that as “we grow in wisdom, we realize that 

everything belongs and everything can be received. We see that life and death are not opposites. They 

do not cancel one another out; neither do goodness and badness. There is now room for everything to 

belong. A radical, almost nonsensical ‘okayness’ characterizes the mature believer, which is why they 

are often called ‘holy fools.’ We don’t have to deny, dismiss, defy, or ignore reality anymore. What is, is 

gradually okay. What is, is the greatest of teachers. At the bottom of all reality is always a deep 

goodness, or what Thomas Merton once called ‘a hidden wholeness.’”  

 

Embracing wholeness is a path to holiness which recognizes and affirms the ‘oneness’ of who we are 

and what the world around us is, without needing to eliminate or perfect any part of ourselves or any 

part of our experience. In wholeness lives the deep goodness. Amen.  
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